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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the fast-growing
technology paradigms used in every sectors, where in the Quality
of Service (QoS) is a critical component in such systems and usage
perspective with respect to ProSumers (producer and consumers).
Most of the recent research works on QoS in IoT have used
Machine Learning (ML) techniques as one of the computing
methods for improved performance and solutions. The adoption
of Machine Learning and its methodologies have become a
common trend and need in every technologies and domain areas,
such as open source frameworks, task specific algorithms and
using AI and ML techniques. In this work we propose an ML
based prediction model for resource optimization in the IoT
environment for QoS provisioning. The proposed methodology is
implemented by using a multi-layer neural network (MNN) for
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) learning in layered IoT
environment. Here the model considers the resources like
bandwidth and energy as QoS parameters and provides the
required QoS by efficient utilization of the resources in the IoT
environment. The performance of the proposed model is evaluated
in a real field implementation by considering a civil construction
project, where in the real data is collected by using video sensors
and mobile devices as edge nodes. Performance of the prediction
model is observed that there is an improved bandwidth and energy
utilization in turn providing the required QoS in the IoT
environment.

experience is increasing due to dynamics of systems and
services. The applications of AI/ML techniques for pattern
and voice recognition, image processing need to be extended
for automated learning from large data volume produced from
IoT sensors considering QoS as key element in
implementations. There are considerably minimal
implementations of ML techniques applied in IoT for
improving the QoS [4, 11, 15, 16, and 22]. The key
contribution of this paper is to design and implement a
prediction model using Multi-layer Neural Network (MNN)
for QoS provisioning in IoT environment with respect to
bandwidth and energy resources. Implementations over the
realistic IoT environment is carried out using the proposed
MNN model for improved QoS in terms of bandwidth and
energy. The sections of the paper are organized as follows,
section II discusses the literature review, findings and brief
summary. The description of the proposed model is given in
section III. Section IV explains the model architecture for an
integrated IoT environment which uses a MNN algorithm for
prediction and an algorithm for decision making.
Implementation and results are discussed in section V, finally
the conclusion and future directions provided in section VI.

Index Terms: Internet of Things [IoT], Machine Learning (ML),
Quality of Service [QoS], Multi-layer Neural Network [MNN]

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

I. INTRODUCTION
With the adaptation of newer technologies, increased Internet
speed and large volume of IoT sensors, data, there is a need
for proven techniques for analyzing and inferring from the
large sensor data in the IoT domain. In this view, the decades
old Artificial Intelligence (AI) has gained momentum with
wide spread adaptations of ML techniques in many domains
and systems [1, 2, 3, 9 and 1317]. ML techniques are
becoming more essential and integral part of today’s systems
as the need for continuous and automated learning by
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From the review of research and implementations of AI, ML
and Deep Learning (DL) techniques in IoT and related areas,
we find the adoption of ML in various systems and technology
domains like wireless networks, Software Defined Networks
(SDN), HetNets, Cloud Services, Data Centers, security etc [1,
5, 6, 7 and 8], also in many business domains, industry
applications and block chain implementations [14, 20-22 and
25]. Deep Learning in specific has more implementations and
there are various frameworks defined and implemented for
DL [1, 8, 12 and 10]. Research works explored in which there
are frameworks proposed and implemented using ML
techniques in the domains of wireless networks, SDNs, Cloud
Services etc., [1, 7 and 20]. Also, for research and
implementation there are hardware devices used as edge
based computing to run ML algorithms (like Deep
Learning/CNN) in the IoT environment [1, 3, 10, and 8]. The
authors in [2] review the architectures, accelerators and
optimizations for varied software and hardware
implementation of ML and review the open challenges to be
addressed, detailed ML implementation review is done [17].
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There are new MNN based models like Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) are used as deep
learning techniques [32, 33]. From the review we find that the
majority of the implementations of ML techniques are
addressing four major category of problems: (i) Prediction (ii)
Adaptation (iii) classification and (iv) Routing which are
summarized below.
Prediction models: Industrial machines and their maintenance
requirements are predicted using ML technique (regression),
data from the IoT sensors used for training [26]. Work on
processing of complex events for prediction using an adaptive
ML algorithm for pro-active and dynamic IoT applications in
[21]. ML technique of neural network regression applied for
data compression and prediction of time series data in
industrial IoT are given in [14]. Authors in [3] presents
framework for IoT devices for prediction and inference using
deep learning considering QoS. Authors in [5] compare
various ML algorithms for predicting the performance of Web
Services for two QoS parameters throughput and response
time. One of the ML learning implementation in [4] uses the
offloading technique and optimize the performance of IoT
applications using Deep Learning. More practical approach of
bringing DL in IoT environment was verified and compared
by in phases using library with basic building blocks for
computing [10]. Roohollah et al. [6] implemented Deep
Learning in IoT by using existing solutions to address the
challenges of energy consumption and deployment using
labeled data. Xuyu et al. defined Deep Learning framework [1]
for radio frequency (RF) sensing in IoT and implementation
using proposed framework. Location management in mobile
networks is carried out in [18] using prediction based Neural
Network model by considering mobile host movement
patterns as time series data and connectivity management
using neural networks in [31]. There are works for QoS in
mobile networks using lineal programming resource
reduction principle [34], and artificial intelligence based
admission control of traffic for QoS in mobile networks [35].
Adaptability: Neural network combined with firefly is
designed for effective self-adaptability and energy efficiency
in boiler plants [20]. ML techniques also applied for link
adaption in a wireless network to improve the energy
efficiency/throughput by considering QoS constraints [27].
To tackle the issues of malware, QoS, traffic control ML
techniques are adopted in [28], similarly ML technique is
implemented for adaptive interference suppression in WSNs
[29].
Classification & routing: Semi-supervised learning is
implemented in Software Defined Networking [SDN] with a
framework for traffic classification [7], internet multimedia
for QoS along with other networking traffic classification
based on data and control packets as training data sets [30].
Similarly the clustering algorithms like k-means, and decision
tree learning algorithms are used for performance
improvement with respect to QoS parameters. A detailed
review of ML algorithms used for networking, classification
and open research challenges is done by the authors in the
paper [18]. Here we summarize the review into three parts.
One, the design and development of methodologies and
models supervised and un-supervised methods is across
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multiple domains and systems like – Cloud & Data Centers,
HetNets, SDNs, WSNs, IoT, Industrial applications,
e-commerce applications and more. Secondly, various
ML/DL frameworks available (including open sources) and
some of them are adopted in embedded devices / SoC’s as
edge nodes in IoT environments. Lastly, ML techniques are
majorly implemented for solving problems broadly
categorized into major groups of prediction, adaptation,
classification and routing. Similarly, to extract the dynamic
behaviors and variations of systems and users requirement in
providing Quality of Services in IoT is a continued research
which needs to be addressed. This is being addressed in this
paper by designing a prediction model in IoT environment
using a MNN based deep learning algorithm by considering
the QoS parameters discussed in the subsequent sections.
III. PROPOSED MULTI-LAYER NEURAL
NETWORK MODEL
The information gathered at edge nodes in IoT environment
with users, systems and QoS requirements will vary with
respect to time, location and application context and is chaotic
in nature. For such scenario there is a requirement to build a
learning and prediction model for the data gathered at the
edge nodes in the context of unseen and varying scenarios for
QoS. The data flow across different modules of the proposed
model is shown in (Fig. 1) and algorithm steps are shown in
the list (Steps 1.). The different modules and functions of the
model are as described below. The model will have modules
for ‘context setting’ for setting hyper parameters and
environment parameters, ‘prediction module’ for learning and
prediction of events. The ‘training data’ and ‘predicted data’
are stored in database for training and prediction. The
prediction results are used by decision ‘making module’ at the
resource constrained perception layer which can make
decision to optimize the resource requirements like
bandwidth and energy for achieving QoS in the IoT system.
Application Layer Core
Modules

Context Setting
- Training Data
- Predicted
Data
- Error Data

Application
Layer

Prediction
&
Correction
Module

Event
Pattern

Network
Layer

Predicte
d Data
Error
Data
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Event
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ns

Decision
Making Module

Predicte
d Data
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Perception Layer Core
Modules

Fig1. Data flow for Prediction and Decision Making in
IoT
Before we proceed on detailing the model architecture,
algorithm and implementation
we define some of the relevant
definitions here.
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Event Pattern (EP) is the set of event patterns till time Tn, here
n is the time intervals as day/ hour/ minute/ seconds/
milliseconds recorded at an IoT edge node. The events data at
regular intervals of time t1, t2, ….tn is represented as event
pattern, EP. The example edge nodes can be a CCTV camera,
mobile device, sensor or any of the IoT edge nodes. Consider
the set of event pattern, EP = {E1, E2,.….En} be the set of event
patterns recorded in an IoT environment. Let the event pattern
Ei represent the pattern at time interval ti and here we
represent the pattern Ei as a pair of values like (Oi, Li). Here
for any event instance Ei the example values are like Ei =
{Object Type, Geo Location} at time Ti = 8:45 AM.
-

Oi represents the object type at ith time interval. The event
type will depend on the context of IoT environment. For
example if we consider the IoT application where we
want to track the inward and outward movement of
objects, the objects is represented as Oi ∈ {Truck, Car,
People, and Two Wheeler etc.}.

Li, is the geo location with set of longitude and latitude values
at the ith time interval. The geo location may be represented by
longitude and latitude or by the mapped geo location or area
based on the context of IoT environment.
Parameters vs hyper parameters, here the parameters are
basically the values which are learnt during training (object
type and location) and used for training. Whereas hyper
parameters in our definition are defined and set beforehand
(for example ‘season’ or ‘# of phases’, ‘project phase’ or
‘project type’ or ‘project size’ , ‘duration’ etc.) and not learnt.
Context of IoT environment: The model is for generic event
patterns prediction in an IoT application environment. The
example contexts would be like: projects execution, objects
movement in a factory environment, gated entry and exit
environments where the movements patterns to be predicted
based on the defined hyper parameters of the context and
applicable IoT environment.
Learning Data, is basically the set of training data used for
training the model under consideration. The sample training
data is represented as set of event patterns as shown in table
(Table 1.) below with set of input pattern values and desired
output.
Table 1. Sample Input Events data pattern
Event Sub pattern
1
2
3

4

5

Input Event1
Input Event2
Input Event3
Input Event4
Input Event5
Desired Output Event

e4
e2
e3
e5
e3
e3

e5
e4
e3
e1
e4
e4

e1
e5
e2
e2
e1
e2

e2
e3
e5
e4
e5
e5

e3
e1
e5
e2
e1
e1

A. Multilayer Neural Network (MNN) based Deep
Learning Model for Prediction
Here the model considers context based IoT environment that
adopts MNN based deep learning method for prediction.
Deep learning normally handles any complex scenarios given
the considerable data set with proper neural network
architecture, either for prediction, adaptation, classification
and routing. Since the model is generic, can be used for any of
the context to predict the events and activities. There are
different deep neural network models: (a) feed-forward model
in which information moves in only one direction (b)
forward-propagation model with back-propagation for
adjusting the weights for improving the results (c) Recurrent
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Neural Network (RNN) model which maintains the internal
memory and information is looped back and used along with
recent put for making predictions more accurate for temporal
and sequence based applications. Unlike feed-forward neural
networks, RNN can map one input to many and many inputs
to one, many inputs to many outputs. Selection of particular
neural network model / algorithm needs a clear understanding
of the complexity of data type, application context and data
set. From the understanding of the chosen data set we propose
to implement prediction algorithm using Long Term Short
Memory (LSTM) neural network model which uses internal
memory. LSTM is an improved version of RNN under deep
learning that best suits for temporal and sequential data. Some
key terminologies listed below in List 1.
List 1. Some of key terminologies / concepts of LSTM Model
-

-

LSTM consists of single input layer, one or more hidden layer and
an output layer.
Each of the LSTM layer are recurrent and will have memory
blocks for storing information which are called cells.
The property of selective remembering or forgetting is
implemented by LSTM architecture using three gates: input gate,
forget gate and output gates.
Input gate serves by providing additional information to the ‘cell
state’ which will be needed by LSTM.
The forget gate works to remove the information from the ‘cell
state’ which is not required by the LSTM.
The output gate works to filter the unwanted information from
‘cell state’ and pass it to the next cell.
Known issues of RNN vanishing gradients, solved in LSTM to
achieve more accuracy and relatedly shorter training duration.

B. Learning / Training Steps
Steps1. High-level Steps: Define LSTM model, Training & Prediction
BEGIN
1. Dataset Preparation: Clean the data and convert column
representation to row representation for sequential representation.
2. Define LSTM model with proper initial values and layers as:
- Container to hold the layers (mostly sequential) and # of Memory
unit values.
- First LSTM layer for inputs with data rows, lag values and
columns of the data set
- Dropout layer after each LSTM layer to avoid over fit.
- Dense output layer by defining number of outputs and activation
function
- Dropout layer after each LSTM layer to avoid over fit.
3. Compile the model by providing optimization algorithm to train the
network and loss function for the model.
4. Train and Fit the model providing values of: batch_size,
number_of_epochs and validation_split (like 80:20).
5. Evaluate the model for a separate data set, collect and verify the
required metrics
6. Make Predictions of events as required by the data set.
7. Record outputs, graphs as required.
END

In general there is no rule on number of hidden layers and
memory cells for LSTM, but could depend on the context and
application domain. General practice is to start the model with
one hidden layer and 2 or 3 memory cells and test the model,
then based on the performance the model one can add
additional layers and memory cells as required for improving
the model for the complex prediction problems. The steps of
defining the model and
prediction are listed below
[Steps 1].
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The learning model is designed to take set of features (training
data) for each parameter of varied objects. The parameters
could identify different objects (for example trucks, cars and
people) depending on the context. For the input event pattern
En at time Tn, with values (Oi, Li) the MNN model predicts the
event pattern En+1 at time instance Tn+1. The values of En+1
will determine the object type and geo location of the event
pattern En+1.

Algorithm 1. Decision Making and marking the prediction error
BEGIN
1. For each Event
2. Use the prediction result to compare with ‘input event’
3. If event is as per prediction make decision as ‘Error’ or ‘No
Error’
THEN
a. Event processed with allocated bandwidth.
b. Add input event to ‘Training Set’
ELSE
a. Event processed with allocated bandwidth.
b. Add input event to ‘Training Set’
c. Mark ‘error’
END

IV. THE ARCHITECTURE WITH MNN MODEL FOR
PREDICTION
There are specific models, architectures and frameworks for
addressing QoS in IoT, but IoT as a domain is very dynamic
having diversified applications and usage contexts. Here we
present a model which can have adaptable functional modules
like: prediction, computation, decision making which may fit
across layers based on the context of IoT systems. The Table
2 lists some of the core functional modules of IoT systems
across layers [23 Section II] and “to be published” [24] and
adaptable modules based on the context. The level of
processing, analysis and application functions across layers
depends on the context, resource constraints and need of IoT
applications. The model here is implemented with a three
layer IoT architecture [Fig 2.] in which the MNN model for
learning and prediction adopted at the application layer. The
input data and the training data set would depend on the
defined hyper parameters and parameters of specific IoT
application or context.

The model loads the training data of the corresponding
context based on the hyper parameters and IoT specific
parameters defined [Fig 2.]. Prediction based QoS
optimization in implemented for optimizing the QoS by
optimizing the parameters under consideration: bandwidth
and energy. The model adopts the low computing ‘decision
making’ algorithm at edge nodes for comparing the occurred
‘event pattern’ with the predicted event(s) to allocate the
resources in an optimized way for achieving the QoS in the
IoT environment.

Context Setting
Set
Parameters
(Context)

Set Parameters
(Environment)

Table 2: Typical Functional modules across the layers
in IoT Systems
Note: The functional modules listed in the table in italics
are adoptable across layers.
Application
Core Layer
Functions

Network Layer
Core Functions

Perception
Layer Core
Functions

Context Based
Functions Can be
adapted ‘Any Layer’



Data
Reception



Routing



Adaptability



Transport

Data
Gathering







Decision Making

Processing



Processing



Data Sending



Processing



Analysis



Analysis



Processing



Analysis



Application



Application



Analysis



Application



…..



…..



Application



…..



…..

Prediction
Module: ML /
MNN
Core
Functional
Modules

Training
Data For
Prediction

Cloud /
Storage

Gateway /
Network Layer

Context Setting

Field IoT
Devices

The model is a novel approach which is more generic and can
automatically learn for any new set of parameters with a new
set of features at any stage based on the context defined. The
predicted ‘event pattern’ is stored at the edge nodes (or can be
retrieved from cloud) in the local storage. As per the
limitations of IoT edge nodes, because of the limited
computing power at the edge, computationally simple
‘decision making’ algorithm is implemented at the edge node.
The decision making algorithm [Algorithm 1.] can mark the
event as ‘error’ when the event occurred at the instance not
predicted by the prediction model. The model feeds the input
events to the training data set for future experience and
learning.Based on the training data set (historical data) the
model predicts the event at time tn+1. The prediction of the
event En+1 by MNN at time interval tn+1 is based on the input
event sub pattern {En-k+1, En-k+2…En}. The predicted output
event would determine the next output event En+1 as {On+1,
Ln+1}.
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Hyper

(Sensors /
Mobiles /
CCTV /
Actuators
etc.)

Set Hyper
Parameters (Context)
Set Parameters
(Environment)

Data Gathering
& Core Functional
Modules

Predicted
Data For
Decision
Making

Decision
Making Module

Fig 2. Generic IoT Block Diagram with Sensing, ML & Decision Making

As discussed earlier the event pattern of the context would
depend on the parameters like – time, location and season. For
illustration we have considered data of object movements
(object type: labor and material) into a civil construction
project site. The hyper parameters for the context are: (i)
project type, (ii) project phase, (iii) duration and (iv) project
size. We have taken the production data of projects of similar
type, duration and size as training and test data. Here the time
interval tn, can be considered either as daily, hourly or weekly
as per the span of the project execution which has to be
modulated as per the project
type.
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For example for a construction project, we have taken the live
data (object movements) of multiple projects of a client for
training the prediction model. The high level steps of the
overall approach is given in Algorithm 2 below.

Algorithm 2. High Level Steps of the Overall Approach
BEGIN
1. Acquisition of historical data
/* Using Android APP */
2. Set Context parameters
/* Time, project phase, duration*/
3. Repeat steps 4 to 6 for Varied values /* data conditions,
epochs, windows */
4. Prediction (phase, duration)
/* LSTM */
5. Make decision
/* Decision Algorithm */
6. Measure the utilization
/* Bandwidth, energy */
END

Fig 4. : Raw Data; Window: 5; Epoch: 50

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
Implementations are carried out to evaluate the performance
of the prediction model using MNN based deep learning
algorithm LSTM for different scenarios. The real time data
collected from the construction project sites using a separate
Android mobile APP at different instances of event
occurrences. The data consists of project name /id, date,
object type, images and location.
A. Prediction and Decision Making for QoS Provisioning
The prediction model is implemented by using Python
(Keras) for Deep Learning / LSTM. The real time data of two
large construction companies consisting of 50 projects is
collected, cleaned, pre-processed and used for learning. Here
a stage-wise data analysis is carried out for varied time lines
and of different project durations for predictions. We have
implemented Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) MNN
model as a deep learning to analyze the sequential data
collected from the above projects. Here the model uses about
80% of data for training and 20% of data for validation for
evaluating the performance with respect to prediction. The
results indicate that when the data is raw the ‘absolute mean
error’ is high and when we use more cleaned data the
‘absolute mean error’ gets reduced and as the epochs
increase, the predictions become more stable and the ‘train’
and ‘valid’ has become more stable. The graphs below show
the results with ‘absolute mean error’, ‘Train’ and ‘Valid’ for
varied iterations (epochs) and window sizes. The graphs
generated using matplotlib in graphs (Fig 1. to Fig 7.) show
the stability of the model as the valid data passed thru and
reduction in error for ‘Train’ and ‘Valid’.

Fig 3. : Raw Data; Window: 5 & Epoch: 5
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Fig 5. : Cleaned Data; Window: 5; Epoch: 5

Fig6. : Cleaned Data; Window: 5; Epoch: 50

Fig 7. : Cleaned Data; Window: 5; Epoch: 100

Bandwidth and Energy utilization for Improved QoS
Here the data collection is carried out periodically (i.e. in
seconds, minutes and hourly etc.) and considering different
traffic speed, periodicity, events and normalized with proper
formatting to train the prediction model and for simulations.
Bandwidth utilization: Based on the experimentations carried
out for different project scenarios with prediction and
regression models, we found that there is an improved
bandwidth utilization. Here the utilization is defined by total
data transfer, network speed and duration of data transfer, the
equation (1). Bandwidth
utilization = (Transferred data
volume) / (data transfer duration *
network speed)
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- (1) As a first step we compute the bandwidth used by

the applications as per the events, with an allocated bandwidth
of range 10 Mbps to 1 Mbps. The results of bandwidth
utilization without the proposed model and with proposed
model are shown in graph (Fig 9.). From the results it is clear
that there is an increased bandwidth utilization with the
proposed prediction model. The average utilization would
vary between 10 to 30% based on the context and systems
under consideration, and for our tested scenarios we find an
increase of 10.83% bandwidth utilization using prediction
model for the same data volume.

gives very convincing results to facilitate the required QoS in
IoT environment. From the recent reviews the quality of
service (QoS) and machine learning (ML) to improve the
system performance is emphasized more to address some of
the critical challenges. Hence, this paper consider the
adoption of ML for QoS provisioning in IoT environment.
The work proposed includes a multi-layer neural network
prediction model for optimal resources utilization in IoT
environment for QoS provisioning. The model uses MNN
based LSTM learning for predicting the events with real time
data from the civil construction projects. The model is
verified with and without prediction and the result shows an
improved bandwidth and energy utilization, that in turn has
provided the required QoS measured in terms bandwidth and
energy utilization. From the results it is concluded that the
prediction model helps the system to allocate the required
resources as per the traffic, applications and events in turn
enhancing the resources utilization for achieving required
QoS. In the future this model can be improved with other QoS
parameters like security, data accuracy etc. and may be
considered with advanced techniques like block chain and
other learning algorithms.
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Fig 9. : Energy Utilization% without-prediction & with-Prediction
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